
 What 3 words location 
  
Start ///pipes.expiring.camped 
Head along the road for 1200 metres, passing 
the Six Bells pub 

 
///dazzling.resonated.couple 

Follow road to Frith Farm driveway on the 
right 

///pricier.sprouted.stalemate 

Turn right up the farm drive, pass the farm 
house and continue along the bridleway 
crossing grass fields 

///received.hillsides.cycle 

Pass through the gate and veering slightly to 
the right head up the gentle rise across the 
grass field. 

///monks.unleashed.stubborn 

Pass through the gate and straight across the 
road through a second gate. 

///swam.swerving.object 

Pass through the kissing gate, through some 
woods, and continue along the grass strip 
between the fence and hedge to reach 
Buttsfield Lane in East Hoathly. 

///sleeps.learn.should 
 
 
///tumblers.heavy.tango 

At the end of Buttsfield Lane T junction with 
the High Street, carefully cross the road then 
turn left and run along the pavement for 150 
metres 

///accompany.stamp.call 
             marshall 
                  position 
///stopwatch.waiters.lunged 

Turn right along side street then enter and 
pass through the churchyard, going straight 
ahead 

 
 
///reporting.deriving.happily 

At the corner of some woods, pass through 
gap in hedge, turn right through the allotment 
field, to go straight across the road and 
continue up the tarmac driveway 

///stood.agents.grapevine 
 
///cornering.untrained.deranged 

Having passed the stables, head straight up 
the concrete drive then along the grass strip 
between the fence and hedge to then pass 
through small woods at the top of the rise. 

///victory.daredevil.resides 
 
 
///vague.hubcaps.statue 

Cross over the stile and veer left to cross the 
second stile then very slightly veer right to 
cross the cropped field. 

///victory.appealed.lifeguard 

Cross a small bridge to enter a second field, 
at the tree in the middle of the field turn left 
to head to a gate to enter woods 

///topics.crouch.clutches 
///mentions.signs.squeaks 
///spires.either.elders 

Exiting the small woods through the kissing 
gate, continue straight ahead across grass 
field to top left corner, then go straight across 
lane and straight across field. 

///fortunate.homeward.sensible 

At far end of the field turn left and look for gap 
in bushes near top left corner, over stile by 
Wealdway finger post. 

///crispier.cubs.shipwreck 

Cross the small bridge and climb out of the 
gully and then head diagonally across the 
next cropped field in the direction of the 

///bookmark.boost.evolution 
 
 
 



footpath arrow, this involves slightly veering 
right. 

 
///changed.garage.flashback 

Head across the stile located within the gap 
in the hedge, head on diagonal to next stile 
and turn left along lane. 

///jumped.resolves.imprints 

At the T junction with the B road, carefully 
cross the road and continue along the verge 
for 80metres, to then turn right up a few 
steps, through gate, then straight ahead 

///punk.motivates.renamed 
 
 
///erupt.sharpens.breakfast 

After crossing a large field, pass through the 
gate, turn sharp right along lane for only 20 
metres, then turn right to head up the 
driveway of Newplace Farm 

///detergent.collides.gadget 
 
///operating.stamp.beads 

Continue along driveway bearing right to the 
first refreshment stop  

///boating.sourcing.scores 

Follow gravel track and where it turns sharp 
right head straight ahead along grass track to 
the side of a gate 

///painters.slimming.towel 
 
///outlines.facelift.bombshell 

Through gap by metal gate, and continue 
straight ahead first beside woods, then uphill 
beside a hedge 

 
 
///boss.bookshelf.dumpy 

Turn left along the lane for 50 metres, and 
then turn sharp right by white brick house, 
along path to B road 

 
 
///archduke.pounding.cookery 

Turn right, along pavement for 50 metres, 
carefully cross road and head along track, 
following Wealdway finger post, alongside 
vineyards. Then through a gate atop a stile, 
and continue along the track straight ahead, 
downhill following the power lines, to cross 
over a stile, turning right onto the Vanguard 
Way 

///aura.woke.plump 
///ambitions.musician.rural 
 
 
 
 
///storage.flats.twee 

continue along the track for 40 metres, then 
turn sharp left to follow Vanguard Way along 
narrow path alongside fence to reach gravel 
lane. 

///count.fidgeted.brownish 
marshall position 
 
///punters.strides.sums 

Turn left along unsealed residential street in 
Blackboys for 40 metres; turn right up path to 
allotments. 

 
///printout.dried.websites 

At the fingerpost, turn left to pass through 
the allotments to then turn right and head 
uphill along lane. 

///treatable.pressing.reprints 
///froze.riverside.chapters 
///plans.alpha.forced 

Continue straight ahead at cross roads, to 
carefully cross the B2102 and continue along 
School Lane. 

 
 
///marathons.blaze.reader 

At T junction, carefully cross B road, turn right 
along pavement for 40 metres, then turn 
sharp left through narrow gap in fence and 
head down for 60 metres then turn sharp 
right. Do not continue straight ahead 

 
///fixture.castle.occupiers 
 
///instructs.imagined.mulls 



After another 50 metres, veer to the right, 
then at a track crossroads, turn left over a 
dirt/grass bridge and then veer right and 
continue beneath the line of the power 
cables. 

 
 
 
///machinery.excusing.paradise 

Having descended some steps, turn right at 
the track junction, continue for 25 metres to 
pass through gap beside wooden gate, then 
turn sharp left and head uphill along the 
lane. 

///awaiting.waistcoat.galaxy 
 
 
 
///bumping.drummers.cats 

As the lane turns to the left, bear right 
to pass through a gate beside a wooden 
railed fence. Continue straight ahead along 
track for 600 metres to reach Bushbury Lane 

///stun.hook.zoned 
 
 
///introduce.flushes.cursing 

Turn left along lane for 150 metres, and head 
straight ahead along narrow track as lane 
turns sharp right. Along track across field 
then through gate and turn right along lane. 

///humble.suiting.hang 
 
 
///truckload.gazes.includes 

Head along lane for 400 metres, at Beechy 
Road junction pass to the side of metal gate 
on the left. Turn right around the edge the 
field, then along the left hand side of the next 
small field to reach Hawkhurst Lane. 

///shift.refreshed.combines 
 
 
///structure.digit.proud 
///barrel.gears.ticking 

Turn left, head along lane for 90 metres, then 
turn right at finger post along a farm track and 
edge of a field 

///girder.toasted.detective 

Having passing through a large gap in hedge 
with a large field directly in front, turn sharp 
left along the top side of this field to reach 
another large gap in hedge. Turn 
sharp right and head along side of field next 
to hedge downhill 

///happening.whizzing.lots 
 
 
///overheat.island.reverted 

At the bottom right of the field, turn left and 
head to a finger post, across a bridge, then 
over a stile by a metal gate. 
Continue straight ahead along the track 
gently uphill to reach a lane. 

 
///dime.sheds.start 
 
 
///miles.trapdoor.admits 

Having crossed over a stile, coming out onto 
a road, turn right and head along lane 
downhill for 400 metres to reach the second 
refreshment stop 

 
 
 
///hamsters.inflame.blueberry 

Leave the checkpoint by continuing along the 
road down to the T junction alongside 
Scallow Bridge. Turn right at the T junction, 
cross the bridge, then turn immediately left at 
the next road junction and head along 
Graywood Lane for half a mile 

 
 
 
///shapeless.dignify.snack 

Continue straight ahead at the first road 
junction for a further 140 metres to the 
second junction. Directly opposite the road 
junction, just past 

 
 
 
///places.advances.grub 



the red post box, turn sharp LEFT and head 
along the narrow path for 200 metres 

 
 

Cross a residential driveway and continue 
straight ahead along the narrow track 

 
///represent.dices.blurred 

After passing through a kissing gate and 
then over a stile continue straight ahead next 
to the tree line along the left hand side of the 
grass field. At the end of the field, cross over 
a stile and continue along the narrow path 
with the camping ground on the left, then 
over three further stiles to cross a 
grass field, veering slightly to the right 
towards a metal farm gate. 

 
 
 
///tolerable.acid.pricing 
 
 
 
 
///plugs.trade.leads 

Upon reaching the metal farm gate, cross the 
stile next to the gate and IMMEDIATELY TURN 
LEFT AND HEAD ALONG THE FARM 
DRIVEWAY for 200 metres, DO NOT 
CONTINUE ALONG THE FINGERPOST 
SIGNED FOOTPATH STRAIGHT AHEAD. 

 
 
 
///classmate.keyboard.hush 

At the end of the farm driveway turn right 
and continue along the quiet country lane for 
400 metres 

 

Just as the lane begins to descend down the 
hill, turn sharp right at the fingerpost up a 
small bank and head through the gap in the 
bushes and continue straight across the field 
towards Chiddingly Church in the distance, 
and keep following the path. 

///blushes.browsers.star 

Reaching a road, turn right and head along 
the country lane for 25 metres, where on your 
left hand side of the road, opposite a 
driveway entrance there is an old metal 
kissing gate. Pass through the kissing gate 
and continue along the right hand side of the 
field next to the fence/tree line, to exit the 
field from the top right corner. Continue along 
the footpath, to reach the village of 
Chiddingly after around 400 metres. 

///tiles.inflating.defaults 
 
marshall position 
///hunches.applied.providing 
 
///forecast.severe.mystified 
 
 
///flock.spirits.clogging 

Exiting the narrow path directly opposite the 
Old Draper Grocery Shop, turn right, head for 
25 metres towards the Six Bells pub, then 
turn sharp left at the pub and head along the 
lane for half a mile to the FINISH, located in 
the car park at Chiddingly Primary 
School. 

 
 
///behalf.banks.panther 
 
///visa.warblers.contact 

Collect your finishers mug and enjoy a hot or 
cold drink from it 

 

 


